by, "then what should the tense be ?" generally enabled the student to get his own bearings. It is not, however, sufficient for a method of presentation to work apparently well in elementary teaching, to be, as it were, "practically expedient." If at any later stage of progress the student has to unlearn what he learned in the first place, if the elementary view he was made to take does not furnish a solid foundation for a scientifically sound superstructure, the most plausible, best-working "scheme" is not justifiable.
Having come to realize that this presentation of French tenses differed in some essential points from the one taken by some very authoritative French grammars, it became imperative to subject a 490 view which had been reached somewhat "empirically" to a more searching test than could be furnished by mere classroom use, and reject or modify it accordingly. With this purpose the following study of tenses was undertaken, and it is published with the hope that it may prove useful in a line of work for which there is a real need in America today, and the consciousness that its usefulness remains questionable until its results have stood the scrutiny "di coloro che sanno." To trace the history of the evolution of opinion concerning the nature of tense-force in French grammars, or special works on the subject, is beyond the scope of this study. Herbig gives such a survey with regard to the classical languages in his article "Aktionsart und Zeitstufe,"' an article that is of supreme importance for all consideration of tenses.2 The views set forth in this survey have been influential, and justifiably so, in all consideration of tenses in the Romance languages.
Neither does it come within the scope of this article to take into consideration all "standard" French grammars or all special treatises on the tenses. Some recent publications, notably German ones, which, judging from their reviews, would have been exceedingly useful, were not accessible. On the contrary, the consideration of many "standard" French grammars in use in America appeared sheer waste of time, since they rest satisfied with cataloguing in the most perfunctory manner the different uses of tenses with no pretense of helping the student to any understanding of their real nature. Books that have been utilized will, therefore, be mentioned as the occasion arises, and it is hoped that the failure to utilize all existing material will not seriously invalidate the usefulness of a study in which, when all is said, the language itself is the decisive factor, and the opinions that are held concerning it are an important but only secondary consideration.
Ayer, ? 196, says of the tenses of the Indicative that according to the state of the action expressed, they can be either imperfect or perfect; from another point of view, they are again divided into presents and preterites. His own classification is:
1 Indogermanische Forschungen, VI.
2 See also Vising, "Die realen Tempora der Vergangenheit," Franz. Studien, VI, VII. 1, 2, 3, stand for the present; 4, for the compound past (ho pensato); 5, 6, for the imperfect; 7, 8, for the "rimoto" (pensai); 9, for the pluperfect; 10, for the future; 11, for the future perfect. The conditional (past-future) has found and can find no place in the diagram, and the compound "rimoto" (ebbi pensato) is also omitted. Piazza happily avoids the error of considering the pluperfect a mere equivalent of the simple tense, as is clearly brought out by the graphical representation. 492
Ayer does not go to the extreme of completely ignoring the relation of the tenses to something that may be construed into a "past point in time." He says: "Les pre6trits marquent le temps non seulement par rapport ' l'instant de la parole, mais encore par rapport & un autre fait pass&." Then he continues, "l'imparfait [qui] exprime une action pass6e simultande a un autre fait 6galement
passe; le pr6terit [qui] exprime une action pass6e post6rieure ou ant6rieure a une autre action pass&e; le plus-que-parfait et le preterit ant6rieur
[qui] expriment une action comme passee dans le moment oi' l'on parle, mais en mime temps comme accomplie ant6rieurement a une autre action 6galement pass6e; les deux conditionnels [qui] expriment un futur par rapport un passe ... ." If, for the sake of comparison, we should attempt to represent graphically the tenses as defined by Ayer, according to Piazza's diagram, the graphical representation would bring out strikingly the inadequacy of Ayer's definition of the preterite: when it is supposedly "anterior" to a past act, it becomes confused with the pluperfect; and when it is "posterior" to a past act, it becomes confused with the conditional. Nor is this splitting hairs. In his historical French grammar Brunot defines future time as "ce qui est posterieur a ce moment." It is true that in the definition of the conditional (pastfuture) Ayer drops the word fait or action and says, "un futur par rapport a un passe," and this may be construed as a suggestion of the distinction that Liicking, e.g., brings out by the use of the terms "real" and "ideal." Even if this idea is implied in Ayer's definition, it certainly is not brought out clearly, and confusion persists. Lickner explains the distinction between the imperfect "aimais" and the past definite "aimai" by stating that the first expresses the action "im Werden," in progress, while the second, "die in der Vergangenheit werdende Thitigkeit unter die einfache Anschauung eines beschlossenen Daseins d. h. als Thatsache fallen lisst."
The distinction between "ideal" and "real" action (a very important discrimination) easily explains why Liicking does not include future time in his scheme, since "ideal" takes the place of "future." A definite standpoint in past time is, however, ignored, and the imperfect and past definite are respectively designated as both expressing "eine in der Vergangenheit unvollendet gedachte Handlung, und zwar (a) das Imperfekt eine damals im Verlauf begriffene, (b) das Perfekt eine damals eintretende."
The confusion between conditional (past-future) and past definite, which is possible with Ayer's definition, is not, however, possible here, since it is sufficiently guarded against by the distinction between "real" and "ideal."
Seeger' divides tenses into two groups: "Praesentia," or tenses of present time; and "Praeterita," or tenses of past time. The "Praesentia" relate the temporal condition of the action to the actual time of the speaker. The "Praeterita" are the tenses of historical representation (Darstellung). A somewhat vague standpoint can therefore be implied for the "Praesentia," but nothing of the kind is possible, according to the definition, with the "Praeterita." The "Praesentia" are present, past indefinite, future, and future perfect. In a note Seeger remarks that the simple tenses, present, imperfect, past definite, future, conditional are also called "Zeitformen des Werdens"; and the compound tenses, past indefinite, future perfect, pluperfect, and past anterior are also called "Zeitformen der Vollendung." To this grouping (which is not, however, original; cf. Mitzner and others) the serious objection can be made that "aimerai" and "aimerais" which express, as Licking brings out, not the statement of a "real" action, but merely the statement of "ideal" action (action merely thought of), no more express "Werden" than they express "Vollendung." An action that has no real beginning cannot properly be said to be in progress (im Werden) merely because it also lacks a real ending.
Since Seeger groups together imperfect and past definite (and conditional) as "Zeitformen des Werdens," it is interesting to note how he differentiates between them: "Das franz6sische Imperfekt stellt die Thitigkeit recht eigentlich als eine werdende, mitten in der Ausfiihrung begriffene, unabgeschlossene dar. Beim Gebrauche des passe d6fini fliesst die Vorstellung einer werdenden mit der Vorstellung einer zum Abschluss kommenden und sich vollendenden Thitigkeit zu der einfachen Vorstellung einer sich vollziehenden Thitigkeit zusammen."
A vague feeling of standpoint can, however, be deduced from the statement, "Das passe defini ist das absolute Tempus und steht fiberall, wo es steht, um seiner selbst willen. Das Imperfekt ist das relative Tempus und rechtfertigt seinen Platz hdufig nur durch seine Beziehung zu dem was vorangeht und folgt." Even more clearly defined standpoint is resorted to for the definition of the "imperfectum futuri": "Als echt historisches Futurum d. h. eine vom Standpunkt der Vergangenheit aus zukiinftige Thatigkeit bezeichnend, steht dieses Tempus in der indirekten und in der abhdngigen Rede."
It is noteworthy that having resorted to "standpoint" for the explanation of the past-future, Seeger did not further utilize it for the explanation of pluperfect and past anterior, of which he holds the certainly erroneous view (which is, however, shared by others) that "die beiden Tempora verhalten sich zu einander wie das Imperfektum und das pass6 d6fini."
Standpoint receives greater recognition in the historical French grammar of Brunot, who says, "Sommairement et logiquement le temps se divise par rapport au moment oh l'on parle en trois portions:
(1) ce moment meme; (2) ce qui est ant6rieur; (3) contemporaine non plus seulement au moment oh l'on parle, mais d'une action quelconque elle-meme pr6sente, passle ou future par rapport au moment oh l'on parle. ....
En theorie il faudrait six temps de ce genre:
10) un pass6 marquant l'ant1rioritM un pr6sent marquant la simultan&it6 par rapport au pass6 un futur marquant la postfrioritM 20) un pass6 marquant l'antfrioritM un present marquant la simultan&itf par rapport au futur," un futur marquant la post6riorit6 adding, however, that neither Latin nor French ever actually had all these tenses. Here the principle of standpoint is admitted as explicitly as in the diagram which I used myself, though in his definition Brunot ties it to the action of another verb. It should be remarked also that the imperfect and pass6 d6fini are not grouped together, but are considered as belonging to two different categories of tenses.
Robert1 also divides time into: (1) the actual moment; (2) all the time which has preceded the actual moment; (3) all the time that will follow, and states that the tenses which mark the time are (1) the present, (2) the perfect, (3) the future. But he adds: ".... on peut presenter une action comme presente, pass6e ou future par rapport au moment oh' l'on parle ou bien par rapport ' un moment du passe. De la deux series de temps:
Pr6sents Preterits
Present marche marchais marchai Pass6 ai marchU avais marchU eus march6 Futur marcherai marcherais aurai march6 aurais march6" "Moment du passe" is almost an exact equivalent for "past standpoint," and according to Robert's diagram both the past definite and the imperfect are brought into relation to it; both, according to him, are "present at a past moment." Brinkman' brings out very clearly the importance of "standpoint" for the understanding of tense-force. He calls "subjective" those tenses which emphasize the relation of the act of the verb to a definite standpoint "des betrachtenden Subjekts, des Sprechenden"; and "objective" those that express the action of the verb from the standpoint of the "acting subject." Brinkman's scheme, in a somewhat simplified form, is shown on p. 498.
It should be noticed that while Brinkman holds to one standpoint throughout, in the table of tenses "from the standpoint of the speaker," he is not able to do so in his table of "objective time of action"; in this he alternates between (a) standpoint of the speaker, and (b) and (c) standpoint of the "acting subject." According to the first table, the imperfect expresses "objective presence" to the past standpoint of the speaker; according to the second table, the imperfect together with the past definite express "objective present action from the standpoint of the acting subject in the past."
This grouping together of imperfect and past definite that is to be found in a majority of grammars (even outside of those that have been considered here) has not, however, failed to find opponents. A very vigorous attack upon this view of imperfect and past definite has been made, e.g., by This,2 who feels so strongly an essential difference between the two tenses that he proposes to assign the past definite to a different mode, the "narrative." A somewhat similar view is held by Kalepky,3 who says (p. 503) that the past definite is "mehr als blosse Tempus und Modusform, es ist zugleich Vorstellungskategorie fiir Zeitseiende und darf darnach nicht mit [den Indikativen des] pr6sent, imparfait, futur, conditionnel, in eine Reihe und auf dieselbe Stufe gestellt werden." That Brunot avoids doing this has already been mentioned; and it would undoubtedly be easy to find others who take a similar position. In this connection it is, however, well to remember that there is no hard-and-fast dividing line between mode and tense-force. The future and past-future express a very different "mode of action " from the present (Liicking's ideal action as opposed to real action), so different that the future and I Syntax des Franzosischen und Englischen, 1885.
2 "Zur Lehre der Tempora und Modi im Franz6isischen," Graber Festschrift. past-future tense-force is not infrequently accepted by the language as a perfect equivalent for the subjunctive mode-force. While I hope to show that it is not necessary to resort to the creation of a new mode-name for the explanation of the real difference between past definite and imperfect, I heartily agree with those who separate imperfect and past definite, against those who group them together.
Meyer-Liibke,1 in his consideration of tenses, says that Latin expresses by its tense-forms two entirely different things: "le moment de la dur6e" (" Zeitstufe") and "la modalite de l'action" ("Aktionsart"). The first designates the time of action as present, past, and future; in Latin and the Romance languages timeless verb-forms do not enter into consideration. The "Aktionsart" indicates whether an action is durative, iterative, momentaneous, inchoative, or completed. Literary Latin had a present, and also a preterite that marked duration and one that did not, and a future. These statements are based to a great extent on Herbig's article, "Aktionsart und Zeitstufe,"2 to which Meyer-Liibke refers; and a closer consideration of Herbig's opinions will help to throw a considerable light on the subject.
Herbig holds that "Aktionsart" and verbal action are indissolubly united; that in speech every verbal concept must enter into some relation to "Aktionsart"; but that the subjective time-spheres ("Zeitstufen") are categories that stand outside and above the simple verb-action. Individual verbal forms may assume a relation to them, but they are nowise obliged to do so.
Herbig considers "time-sphere" (" Zeitstufe") a later development of "Aktionsart," and says that this progress (for he considers it so) was due to the shifting of the attitude of the speaker. First, the speaker only considered the kind of action and rendered it accordingly in his speech; later he came to consider the action of the verb, even in its temporary relation to the actual present in which he spoke, and rendered it accordingly. In other words, the development of the idea of "time-sphere" in connection with verbal action was really a step on the road of greater subjectivity, and it will aid in the comprehension of the history of tense-force in French if we bear in mind that this language has traveled far on this road, and has not yet stopped its progress.
Elsewhere Herbig remarks that we may no longer distinguish the tenses from the essence of the verbs themselves. If, taking Herbig's clue, we inquire why this is so, we find that the verb-modifications that denoted originally "Aktionsart" only, and were characteristic of those verbs to which a given "Aktionsart" was essential, by their development into tense-forms (which was the result of their entering into some relation to time-sphere), became, so to speak, a rigid frame into which eventually even those verbs could be forced whose own essence logically excluded the "Aktionsart" upon which the given tense had been molded. Herbig himself shows (p. 200) that "der modus indicativus temporis presentis und die actio perfectiva schliessen begrifflich einander aus." Nevertheless a perfective verb like "come" is often used in the present indicative tense. Yet when we say "I come," the real meaning is (a) I am doing the act that will result in my coming, (b) I have just come, (c) I came (historical present), (d) I shall or will come.'
This discrepancy between tense-force and "Aktionsart" is especially noticeable in the passive voice. Cledat2 says, "quand un mur est construit, on ne le construit plus, mais quand un homme est redoutd, on le redoute encore."
All the examples that Vising gives (in his above-mentioned article) of the "imperfectum conatus" are perfective verbs: "dcraser, enlever, oublier, tuer, 6touffer, suffoquer, crever," and the peculiar tense-force is fully accounted for by the discrepancy of the essential "Aktionsart" of the verb and the real tense-force of the imperfect.
One of the constituent elements of tense-force is then "solidified Aktionsart," the other is "time-sphere." Time-sphere ("Zeitstufe") is, according to Herbig, the result of an increase of subjectivity in the attitude of the speaker, who brought the verbal concept into subjective relation with the actual time of his speaking. Looked at from the moment of actual speaking, time naturally appears to the 1 The essential "Aktionsart" will, of course, be greatly influenced by the context. Thus in "I read Latin" the verb is "durative," in "I read the whole book," it is perfective, while in "I read through the five volumes of his works," the verb is iterative perfective. speaker in three divisions, "spheres": past, present, and future; the present being felt as somewhat more than merely a point dividing past and future. And the action of the verb seen from the time of speaking will appear, (A) as a whole, (B) in some distinct stage of progress. The action "as a whole" will be felt to be momentaneous," or "durative."l A) According to the essential "Aktionsart" of the verb, the simple (1) momentaneous verb may appear as (2) momentaneousinchoative or (3) momentaneous-perfective; the durative verb, by stressing beginning, duration, or completion may be (4) durativeinchoative, (5) durative-intensive, (6) durative-perfective.
B) The act that appears in some distinct stage of progress may be (7) begun and in progress, or (8) completed. Or the beginning which is tacitly implied in every action that is seen in progress may drop out of sight altogether and leave the action (9) in progress, with no consideration of beginning or end, but with the important difference that continuation logically implies the reality of a beginning, but by no means necessarily of the end of the action thus viewed.
If now we bring these different possible tense-forces into a diagram and ask what tenses, if any, express them, we get the following scheme, which it is profitable to compare with Piazza's Italian one given above. 2) Le coup part. 2) Le coup partira. 3) La balle le tua.
3) La balle le tue.
3) La balle le tuera. 4) II apprit l'anglais. 4) II apprend l'anglais. 4) II apprendra l'anglais. 5) La guerre dura long-5) La guerre dure long-5) La guerre durera longtemps.
temps. temps. 6) II bAtit la maison. 6) Ii bAtit la maison. 6) Ii bAtira la maison. B, 7) J'6tudie l'anglais de-8) Les ateliers se vidpuis quelques mois.
rent. 9) II pleut sans cesse.
I Miitzner denies the difference between momentaneous and durative action, since all action must have some duration, however short. Even admitting that "durative" and "momentaneous" are not essentially different, it is impossible not to insist that they do denote a very important distinction. And in the whole discussion of tenses it is well to bear in mind that we rarely have to deal with mutually exclusive opposites, but rather with frequently overlapping phases of one phenomenon.
Moreover, the context can change the action of the verb into iterative action, e.g., La foudre frappait les arbres, II lut les cinq volumes des euvres de cet auteur, II bdtit plusieurs maisons.
The imperfect, past definite, past-future (conditional), future perfect, pluperfect, and past anterior find no place in this scheme of tenses. Why not? Because their tense-force implies not only "time-sphere" but a specialized phase of time-sphere, "standpoint" in this sphere. If time-sphere, according to Herbig, arose because the speaker brought the objective "Aktionsart" into subjective relation to the actual moment of speaking, standpoint became differentiated from pure time-sphere when the speaker took one more step on the road of subjectivity, allowing his mind to assume a definite standpoint in each time-sphere from which to view the action of the verb, primarily in relation to this subjective standpoint and secondarily, if at all, in its relation to the actual time of speaking. As far as the present is concerned, this increased subjectivity only stresses the standpoint; it by no means changes it. It would be foolhardy, indeed, from the point of view of the Romance languages to attempt to decide when and in what way standpoint was differentiated from time-sphere; whether they came into being simultaneously or consecutively. This much seems evident, however: some tenses mark a relation both to time-sphere and to standpoint; some to standpoint only; one to time-sphere only, or at least principally. The first are, e.g., present and future; the second imperfect, past indefinite, pluperfect, past anterior, past-future, future perfect; the last one is the past definite. Much has been said and written on the difference between imperfect and past definite, and yet if my surmise should prove true, the difference would reduce itself to just this: the imperfect always implies a relation to the definite standpoint in the past time-sphere, and this relation is the one of a present to the subjective past standpoint. The past definite, on the contrary, either enters into no relation with a subjective standpoint at all, remaining thus a typical "time-sphere tense," with an unstressed relation to the time of actual speaking, or by stressing this relation, it may become a "standpoint tense"; but the standpoint is then always the present and never the past one. In modern French, however, it seems safe to say that the past definite is only a "time-sphere tense." 502
From the present standpoint the speaker, as we have seen, can perceive the present action of the verb either as a whole or in progress. The verb-action "as a whole" may be momentaneous or imply duration. With the action in progress the beginning may be stressed, or beginning and end may be equally disregarded. Since the action of the verb can be seen in all these different phases, when present to a present standpoint, there is no reason why it should not be seen in a similar way when present to the past standpoint. The imperfect expresses the action in all these possible present phases in relation to a past standpoint. The imperfect in a sentence like "I1 n'avait pas fait dix pas qu'il s'arrhtait, battait l'air de ses deux bras, et tombait d'un seul coup par terre,"4 has been called the "pictorial imperfect," and explained as being used "where normally the past definite might be expected." And it does take the place of the past definite in a certain sense, but not in the sense of bodily substitution. What really happens (if my surmise is correct) would rather be that the more subjective standpoint is substituted for the vaguer, less subjective time-sphere. Once given the past standpoint, any action that appears in the present from that standpoint, whether it be seen as a whole or in a stage of progress, whether its beginning, or its duration or its completion be stressed, must of necessity take the imperfect and can take no other tense. It is this increasing encroachment of the more subjective past standpoint for the vaguer and less subjective past time-sphere that explains the preference modern French shows for the imperfect in many cases where Old French still commonly used the past definite. See on this point Vising, ' and Morf.2 At the risk of repetition, it is necessary to insist that past timesphere and past standpoint do not stand over against each other as mutually exclusive opposites. Standpoint is time-sphere (though all time-sphere is not standpoint) rendered, often only transiently and momentarily, more precise, more subjective. In the following sentence: "Devenu songeur outre mesure, il lisait les Pensees de Pascal, il lisait la sublime Histoire des variations de Bossuet, il lisait Bonald, il lut saint Augustin, il voulut aussi parcourir les ceuvres de Swedenborg," etc. ;3 and in the sentence (quoted by Kalepky, MAtzner and Seeger), "Les accuses avaient des defenseurs, ils n'en eurent plus, .... on les jugeait individuellement, on les jugea en masse," the change in tense from imperfect to past definite indicates that the definite standpoint assumed in past time while looking at the action of the first verbs fades for the second into mere time-sphere; and the moment this happens the past definite and not the imperfect becomes the required tense.
But is such a change from a more to a less subjective attitude possible within the same sentence? Some change in attitude is generally admitted, even in sentences like "Il arriva pendant que je parlais," of which Mr. Armstrong' says, "The activity, viewed from a standpoint in the past was occurring, was going on."5 In this simple, commonplace sentence we have then, according to Mr. Armstrong's definitions, first the attitude of a looker-on at a present action, "the standpoint of a contemporary spectator" (p. 30, note), then the attitude "of looking back into the past" ("the past definite,"
says Mr. Armstrong, p. 35, "is the form which expresses past time"). This "past time" corresponds exactly to what I have called "timesphere," and the past definites "eurent" and "jugea" in the one sentence, and "arriva" in the other equally express past time-sphere, a "looking backward" on the part of the speaker, while the imperfects equally express a "looking-on" from "a standpoint in the past." If in one sentence we feel that the past definites have inchoative force and practically stress the completion of the preceding imperfects (the tense which is considered incapable of expressing completion!), it is merely a question of context. Nothing more is needed, it seems to me, to account fully for the tense-use in these sentences than to account for it in the commonplace, "Il arriva pendant que je parlais." Again, the difference between the imperfect and past definite seems to be that the former has specialized its function of "present to a subjective past standpoint," and the latter never has entered into any relation to the past standpoint at all. It remained the typical past time-sphere tense, but also entered into (or, more exactly, stressed its existing relation to) present time, inclusive of present standpoint. In this force it eventually had a most formidable rival in the past indefinite, and it is claimed that in modern French the past definite has completely lost its force of present perfect (" logisches Perfekt"), a force that still survives in Italian and some other Romance languages.' Here again it may be well to point out that there is no opposition between the use of the same verb-form as logical perfect (present perfect) and as historical perfect, "pure timesphere tense." The difference lies only in the greater or lesser stress laid on the subjective attitude of the speaker.2
Given the time-sphere (and the past definite is the true past tense of the time-sphere), the present standpoint is implied, weakly subjective compared to the more strongly subjective standpoint, but I For an opposite view, it may be well to quote MAtzner: " Beide Zeitformen stehen auf demselben Boden der Vergangenheit, welche der Redende nicht mehr von seiner ZeitsphAre aus betrachtet, indem er sich vielmehr aus dieser schlechthin auf den Boden der objektiven Vergangenheit versetzt." 2 Mitzer, p. 329: "Der Unterschied zwischen absoluten und relativen Tempora ist nicht durch die Natur derselben bedingt; jede Zeitform ist in einem gewissen Sinne relativ." strongly subjective when compared to mere "Aktionsart." There is no past definite nowadays that has no connection with the actual time of speaking.1 This time of speaking cannot help to imply, even if it fails to stress "present standpoint." Thus Mr. Armstrong (Syntax of French Verb, p. 35) says of the past definite, "It is the true past tense, and represents a looking backward." But a looking backward necessitates a point of vantage from which to look, a "standpoint," and since this standpoint is evidently not the past nor the future one, it can only be the present one. If these views prove acceptable to those competent to judge, the error of Ayer, Liicking, Maitzner, and others in grouping the past definite and imperfect together in their classification of tenses becomes apparent, and its cause can be determined. It consists in a failure to discriminate sufficiently and consistently between "time-sphere" and "standpoint," a failure that cannot help obscuring the difference between the specialization of function of the imperfect and past definite.
Granted-at least for the time being-that the past definite expresses a looking backward (from the less subjective time of speaking, if not from the more subjective present standpoint), how will the action of the verb thus looked back upon appear to the speaker ? It seems to me that it is logically impossible to view the act "looked back upon" except as a whole. The tense-force of the past definite is therefore comparable to a frame which of itself must supply beginning and end. But beginning and end of the action imply some duration. Moreover, all other things being equal, the backward look will tend to bring into relief, to stress completion. The "Aktionsart" of the verb (easily affected as we have seen by the context) can easily shift the stress, without, however, allowing beginning and end to drop completely out of sight, as is so frequently the case with the imperfect.
Combining the tense-force of the past definite with the possible "Aktionsarten"2 of the verb, we get the following results: It should be noted that while perfective "Aktionsart" and completed stage are akin, they are not, however, identical. Still an "imperfective" durative verb forced into the "completing" tenseframe of the past definite, will produce a "cumulative" effect similar to the one produced by a perfective verb placed in the imperfect tense. "Le jour apres il mourait" conveys completion to our mind just as well as "La guerre dura longtemps"; only in the first case this sense of completion is caused by the "Aktionsart" of the verb itself; in the second, by the tense-force.
When it happens that the essential "Aktionsart" and the tenseforce or tense-frame exactly coincide, the "cumulative" result is a peculiar sense of fitness that tends to leave the impression of being the use par excellence of the given tense. Thus the fact that the imperfect does not of itself provide any limiting, completing frame, and is naturally very frequently used with durative, imperfective verbs, has tended to create the impression that to stress duration is hat ausfindig gemacht, er weiss"; (4) iterative Aktion (geht in intensive fiber); (5) terminative (durativ-perfektive). His first practically covers my first three; his second, my fifth; his third, my fourth, which I have called " durative inchoative," stressing the incipient "Zustand" rather than the preceding "Handlung," which does not seem to have, from the modern French standpoint, the importance it undoubtedly had for Brugmann; his fourth "iterative" seems in French to be usually the result of the context, being rarely inherent in a verb itself. This point would require, however, closer investigation. His fifth would correspond to my sixth, and could aptly assume his designation, "terminative."
1 Other iterative combinations are undoubtedly possible. The examples given may suffice for the present.
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This content downloaded from 052.011.211.149 on December 05, 2019 18:40:42 PM the vital function of the imperfect; the fact that the imperfect represents the action of any verb as present to a past standpoint, and that, therefore, the "Aktionsart" of the verb could of itself supply beginning and end, has been overshadowed.
This "completing frame" that the tense-force of the imperfect fails to supply, is always supplied by the past definite, and the "Aktionsart" of the verb will easily stress beginning and end, and bring them out with great relief. Viewed in this light, it is easy to see that the discordant opinions I have had to record contain all a certain measure of truth, though not the complete truth.
A special examination of the other tenses of the indicative (especially of the pluperfect and past anterior) would be of interest, but it shall not be undertaken here. If the principles I have tried to elucidate are accepted, their application to the other tenses of the indicative is obvious. A summary of the foregoing discussion may not be out of place, however, before returning to its application to elementary teaching.
A clear comprehension of tense-force is greatly helped by a survey of its gradual development. In their most primitive stage verb-forms denoted "Aktionsart" only, and while we have no timeless verb-forms in French today, we still have a timeless use of the present, and very rarely of a past definite.' The next stage of development is marked by the verb-forms that denoted time-sphere as well as "Aktionsart," and these verb-forms have given origin to our tenses. A third stage (in point of development, if not in point of time) is reached by intensifying the subjective attitude already initiated by the time-sphere tenses, through the assumption by the mind of the speaker of a definite standpoint in time-sphere, beside the moment of actual speaking.
Tenses as we have them today are a crystallization of "Aktionsart" and time-sphere, which have become indissolubly welded. But the essential "Aktionsart " of individual verbs still has more or less affinity with, or antagonism to, different tenses, and stresses their force or modifies it. In this combination of tense-force with the varied "Aktionsart" of different verbs must be sought the explanation of the apparently contradictory uses of the same tense. The third stage is the most important in the teaching of modern French, since it is the really living one; it should therefore be presented first and most vividly to beginners. The diagram is, however, capable of expansion, and the introduction of the various tenseuses, due to the essential "Aktionsart" of the verb, is merely a question of space, and the stage of advancement of the students. If I have succeeded in establishing my case, the claim will hold good that at no further stage of advancement would the student of French be called upon to take a different view of the nature of tense-force in French than he was made to take in the first place; and all later necessary distinctions can come as a natural development of the first elementary presentation. Should this elementary presentation really succeed in conveying the truth about the real nature of tenseforce without the need of cataloguing long lists of "different uses" of the same tense, perhaps it is not too sanguine to hope, "dass das Wesen der Sache erfasst ist." C. J. CIPRIANI CHICAGO 509
